Govt. of Delhi : Directorate of Education  
(Science & TV Branch) 
Behind LSR College, Lajpat Nagar-IV, New. Delhi-24


To
THE HEADS OF SCHOOLS CONCERNED,
Govt./Govt. Aided/Public- Pvt./NDMC/MCD/KV etc.
Delhi/New Delhi.

Sub: Revised date for issuing Roll Nos./Admit Cards for NTSE/NMMS-2013-14 Reg.

Sir/Madam,

It is to inform that the Roll Nos./Admit Cards for NTSE/NMMS-2013-14 will be issued from 15.11.2013 to 30.11.2013. As per earlier schedule the date for issuing/collecting the Roll Nos. was 07.10.2013 to 31.10.2013 but it has been extended due to the postponement of examination date as on 15.12.2013 (for NTSE ) & 22.12.2013 (for NMMS).

Therefore, all concerned H.O.S. are requested to collect the Roll Nos./Admit cards for NTSE-NMMS-2011-12 of your school students, on the dates given above i.e. 15.11.2013 to 30.11.2013.

Yours faithfully,

(KUNTI ASWAL)
DY. DIRECTOR OF EDUCATION (Sc.& TV)


Copy to:-
1. Incharge, Computer Cell, Directorate of Edu. NCT of Delhi with the request to upload the matter on the Departmental website.  
2. Guard File.

(KUNTI ASWAL)
DY. DIRECTOR OF EDUCATION (Sc. & TV)